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Mul scale modeling of nucleic acid nanotechnology and the quest for the holy grail of self-

assembly    
 

The control over the self-assembly of complex structures is a long-standing challenge of material science, especially at the      
colloidal scale, as the desired assembly pathway is o en kine cally derailed by the forma on of compe ng alterna ve structures 
or amorphous aggregates. The goal of inverse design problem is hence to find a set of blocks that reliably assemble in high yield 
into a target structure while avoiding kine c traps and alterna ve compe ng states. We present here a new design method, SAT
-assembly, which solves this problem by mapping the design problem in terms of different building block types and interac ons 
between them to Boolean Sa sfiability problem (SAT). Using highly efficient algorithms developed for SAT, we can obtain        
solu ons that can assemble into a target shape and at the same me cannot sa sfy bonds in alterna ve compe ng states that 
have been previously iden fied in molecular dynamics simula ons. 
 

We then show examples of applica on of SAT-assembly design pipeline to several highly sought-a er self-assembly designs:   
self-assembled Archimedean and finite-size polycube structures built from cube-shaped subunits. We use the SAT-assembly 
framework to scan the en re design space in terms of different numbers of building units, and compare the advantages and  
disadvantages of assembly kine cs of minimal designs (where as few dis nct building blocks as possible are used) with fully   
addressable (each par cle in the target design is unique species). We show that minimal designs, besides being more              
economical, o en assemble be er than the fully addressable ones.  We use the SAT-assembly framework to design colloidal  
system that self-assemble 3D la ces that are of interest for op cal metamaterial construc on: pyrochlore and cubic diamond 
la ces. We successfully obtain solu ons that avoid iden fied compe ng alterna ve structures (such as hexagonal diamond 
la ce) and successfully assemble in molecular dynamics simula ons. Finally, we present a DNA nanostructure design pipeline, 
based on our coarse-grained model of DNA, called oxDNA, that can directly export abstract par cle designs into realiza on with 
DNA origami. We show our preliminary results from experiments, where we have successfully assembled pyrochlore la ce out 
of building blocks designed and verified with coarse-grained simula ons. 
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